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ased in Central Luzon, the biggest pig producing region in 

the Philippines and the hardest hit by ASF, RDFFLI has watched 
local herd numbers shrink by at least 40% on its own doorstep.

Yet business has been picking up for the hog producer. With 
growth driven by the aggressive expansion of its retail chain, 

Fresh Options Meat Shops, the company saw its gross 
sales increase by 10% last year.

It now has more than 190 standalone Fresh 
Options branches and Fresh Options Express 

stores. It also operates more than 30 
supermarket outlets, with outlets from 

Cagayan province in the north and 
Laguna and Cavite in the south of the 
region.

“Basically, we have a presence in 
the whole of Luzon,” CEO Robert Lo 
told Asian Pork Magazine.

Its expansion in Luzon is 
expected to continue this year. 

While most hog producers in 
the Philippines worry about 
how they will survive the ASF 
epidemic, RDF Feeds, Livestock 
and Foods Inc (RDFFLI) has its 
eye on the future. ISA Q TAN 
reports on how the company is 
meeting current challenges and 
what it has in store.

Red Dragon 
fires up 
amid ASF

From left, Ariel Peregrino, Robert Lo, 
Dionisio Literato Jr, and Ronald Dizon.

RDFFLI’s growout farm in Floridablanca, Pampanga. 
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New Fresh Options stores are 
planned for Batangas province and 
the Bicol region, in partnership with a 
local supermarket chain.

Keeping up with sales

By quickly  expanding the Fresh 
Options network, RDFFLI ’s live 
operations are under pressure to 
keep up. The company has no option 
but to increase production of meat for 
its shops and processing plant.

This is particularly challenging 
because its farms are all in a 
region with limits to where its pork 

and processed products can be 
distributed.

Both the Cagayan Valley in 
northeastern Luzon and the Bicol 
Region in the south prohibit pig 
carcasses and processed products 
from entering from Central Luzon. 

“We can only supply Central 
Luzon and Metro Manila,” said Dr 

Lo. Fortunately, Metro Manila is the 
country’s biggest market.

As a short-term measure, Red 
Dragon has been buying pigs from 
local raisers for sale at its meat 
shops.

“We have local partners from 
whom we rent facilities, but we are 
running the operation,” Dionisio 

Left: RDFFLI’s breeder farm in San Jose, Tarlac.

Below: RAll RDFFLI farms are environmentally controlled 
to keep animals healthy. 
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Literato Jr, Chief Operation Officer told 
Asian Pork Magazine. 

“We are not really considering 
contract growing because we want 
better control of production.

For long-term expansion, the 
company has been looking at farms 
outside Central Luzon.

“Instead of expanding our existing 
facilities, we are going to build other 
farms,” said Dr Lo, adding that in this 
way, RDFFLI  can eliminate as many 
risks as possible. 

“If one site gets hit, we will have 
others that we can rely on. That way 
we won't repeat what is happening 
now, where we can’t bring our 
products into certain areas.”

RDFFLI intends to return to single 
sites, however, where breeding and 
grow-out farms will be set aside with 
a safe distance between. This will 
allow the farms to ship their pigs in 
the face of quarantine protocols.

Reducing risks

At present, RDFFLI  has two 

breeding facilities and two wean-
to-finish sites. The strict biosecurity 
measures they had in place before 
ASF have helped reduce their 
exposure to outbreaks.

In the face of an extremely 
contagious disease like ASF, 
the company has intensified its 
biosecurity measures, starting by 
installing perimeter fences at all its 
farms. It has also been teaching 
local backyard farmers more about 
the disease.

The goal is to ensure the farms 
are protected from potential 
sources of contamination, 
including nearby animals, pests 
and people. Biosecurity protocols 
are extended throughout the 
farms.

Going back to single sites will 
also help minimize the risks that 
stem from moving the hogs 
between different sites.

"After looking at and evaluating 
all the possible scenarios, we 
will be adjusting our farming and 

production systems so that we 
lessen the risks,” said Dr Literato.

"Our strength is in farm 
operations. Any adjustments we see 
as necessary for our operations to 
run better, we do it. We are lucky 
that we have partners that can 
help us achieve this, including our 
equipment and input suppliers and 
consultants. We give our concerns 
to them and we can work together 
towards a solution.”

Throughout its pig production 
process, the one driving factor 
is ensuring that the animals get 
everything they need.

“The environment is controlled 
in all our farms," explained Ronald 
Dizon, Technical Head for RDFFLI ’s 
swine engineering support services. 

“As a form of audit, we look at 
the basics: feed, water, ventilation. 
Most of the time when you have 
problems on the farm, it’s because 
you weren’t able to give the animal 
its basic requirements.”

Meticulous records are kept to 

RDFFLI’s strict biosecurity measures even before ASF have helped reduce their exposure to outbreaks.
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RDFFLI has been aggressively expanding its Fresh Options Meat 
Shop, which now has over 190 outlets.

help Dr Dizon’s team evaluate where problems might 
arise.

“When there is a problem, we won’t necessarily 
medicate right away. We go through our records, we look 
at trends, and we trace where the problem originated. That 
way we can address it properly,” said Ariel Peregrino, Swine 
Operations Manager. 

“Sometimes there are random events that do not 
become a trend. For example, a drop in production 
might come from a problem in production flow that led 
to overstocking, which in turn stressed the pigs. We use 
temperature loggers and infrared cameras to assess the 
situation and monitor our animals.”

Safety and quality assurance

Last August, RDFFLI  received GAHP certification from 
the Bureau of Animal Industry. This followed visits by the 
bureau’s inspection team to check that its farms followed 
good practices, including traceability and record keeping, 
proper medication use, care for the animals under 
transportation and effective biosecurity measures on the 
farm.

 RDFFLI  has received other quality and safety 
certification, including ISO 9001:2015 for its feedmill from 
SGS Philippines.

Meanwhile, its slaughterhouse is awaiting a final audit 
to receive an AAA accreditation from the National Meat 
Inspection Service. On top of existing HACCP certification 
for several of its products, the company also plans to apply 
for FSSC certification for its meat processing plant.

“Our vision is to become the last word on quality. Having 
certification proves that our claims of being a leader in 
quality is neither self-proclaimed nor mere lip-service,” said 
Dr Lo. Customers are starting to take note.

“We are seeing changes among our customers. When 
we tell them we have quality meat, some ask for proof. 
So it is good that we can show them our certifications. We 
make sure our claims are backed by proof.”

Dr Literato added: “This is our corporate direction: we 
have to comply with these requirements internally, even 
without pressure from outside. 

“But when the time comes that we need to call on the 
measures we have taken, it will be to our advantage that 
they are already in place.” AP
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